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The War Is Widening Into Armageddon

Every provocation action the West said it would not do it has done.

The false denials have kept alive Putin’s hope that the conflict can be restricted to Donbas.

But the attack on Russia’s warning system has brought Putin closer to reality.

The situation is dire and all the Idiot West does is to provoke it further. It is of the greatest
urgency that the Biden Regime stand down and immediately sit down with Putin and resolve
the conflict.

Kennedy and Khrushchev resolved the Cuban Missile Crisis. Putin has made it clear that he
wants to resolve the Ukraine matter that the West has pushed into crisis. Why doesn’t
Washington want to resolve a dangerous crisis?

Why is no-one but me asking this question?

The West Summons a Propaganda “Peace Conference”

Ukrainian attacks on Russian nuclear radars unnerving US
The Washington Post pretends the US is not behind the attacks.

German leader U-turns on allowing Kiev strike inside Russia

Russia Has Moved Eleven Nuclear Submarines Into the Atlantic Ocean
The Idiot Western World Is Bringing Armageddon to Humanity
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Hiding Behind Puppet Kiev, NATO Trying to Inflict Strategic Defeat on Russia

*

Armageddon Is Closing In on Us

Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov’s remarks at the 32nd
Assembly of the Council for Foreign and Defence Policy, Moscow, May 18, 2024

Lavrov’s speech indicates that after 20 years of rebuffs the Russian government is gradually
realizing that their “Western partners” are in fact determined enemies. Sooner or later
Lavrov and Putin will comprehend that arrayed against Russia is Satanic Evil that cannot be
negotiated with.

Putin and Lavrov have tried to deal with evil diplomatically. Even after the entire West cold-
shouldered  the  Russian  government’s  efforts  during  December  2021  and  January  2022  to
arrive at a mutual defense treaty, the Russian government still misunderstood its adversary
and with the slow paced limited intervention in Ukraine carelessly conveyed to Washington
the means to widen the conflict.

By all indications, the conflict is now wide open. If Putin fails to decisively win the war before
Western Ukraine fills with NATO soldiers, Putin’s options will be surrender or nuclear war.

*

The West Has Placed the Survival of the World in the Hands of Three Artificial
States

All  of  the trouble in the world revolves around three artificial  states:  Ukraine,  Taiwan,  and
Israel.
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Ukraine was part of Russia for longer than the United States
has  existed.  It  was  first  created  as  an  independent  country  in  the  early  1990s  by
Washington following the Soviet government’s collapse and replacement of the Communist
Party rule’s with Yeltsin’s, a puppet of Washington.

Ukraine is thus an artificial country merely 30 years old, having never previously existed as
an independent country.

Taiwan is  a  small  island off the China coast,  a  part  of  China inhabited by Chinese people.
Washington tried to pretend that a small island was China and had Taiwan setting on the UN
Security Council.

But President Nixon knew better. He supported the removal of Taiwan and its replacement
with the Chinese mainland. Nixon originated the one-China policy that was US policy until
the Biden Regime.

Israel  was  a  creation  of  the  stupid  and  corrupt  British  government,  or  perhaps  more
correctly of the fanatic Zionists who drove countless undefended Palestinians from their
towns and villages. Generations of Palestinians have been born in refugee camps located in
Jordan and Lebanon.

The genocide of Palestine as a people and a country has been ongoing since 1947, and
nothing has been done about it. Israel has gotten away with it by using the Holocaust card
to gain sympathy for its victim status and by paying Western politicians with campaign
contributions to support its agenda.

Now consider the fact that these three totally artificial countries totally lacking in any reality
are each capable of unleashing nuclear Armageddon. Ukraine can do it by continuing to use
Western-supplied long range missiles to attack Russia’s early warning system.

Taiwan can do it by accepting occupation by US soldiers and more shipments of US missiles.

Israel can do it by getting the bought-and-paid-for-Biden regime to OK Israel’s attack on
Iran.

The question I now propose to you is: If in fact the US is a superpower, and if the West as a
whole constitutes a mega-super power, how it  is possible for three artificial  states to have
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control of the West’s future?

*
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